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"Minecraft" offers free educational content for
students stuck home due to coronavirus

A child plays "Minecraft," the computer game, on his iPad. "Minecraft" is now offering educational lessons in its game. Photo: Georg
Wendt/picture alliance via Getty Images

Schools around the globe are closed because of the coronavirus. The new, flu-like illness is

spreading quickly. It can make some people very sick. In order to help students, the video game

"Minecraft" is giving away a group of educational lessons. It has also extended free access to its

Education Edition for teachers.

The "Minecraft" Marketplace, the game's online store, will have a new "Education" category. Users

can download worlds with lessons about subjects like biology and fractions. You can even take a

virtual tour of Washington, D.C.

Deidre Quamstrom helps run "Minecraft." Quamstrom said Microsoft, the company that owns

"Minecraft," is responding to concerns about distance learning. Continuing classes while students

are at home is not possible for many school districts.

Developers in Finland and America worked together to make MinecraftEDU. It was already being

used by teachers before Microsoft bought it in 2016. Earlier in March, Microsoft allowed free
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access through June to its larger Education Edition package for schools and teachers.

"Minecraft" Gets Students Interested In Learning

In Roanoke County, Virginia, the school district partnered with Microsoft. Teachers used

"Minecraft" in their lesson plans. Reportedly, teachers worked together more effectively. Students

also showed increasing interest in science and computer coding.

There will be 12 free educational programs available at the "Minecraft" Marketplace.

One program is a NASA-approved, student-built project. It invites students to tour the

International Space Station, complete with experiments. 

Another lesson will explore the human eye. Logic puzzle games will teach students how to code

and think like programmers.

Users can also take tours of Washington's historical sites. Locations include the Lincoln Memorial,

the White House and the Pentagon. Users can also play a tower game. The game teaches students

about power generation from different sources like wind and nuclear.

World's Most Popular Video Game

Even before Microsoft's recent moves, students all over the world have flocked to the online open-

world game. For them, "Minecraft" served as a social and creative outlet. Players interact with and

change the game's world. In Japan, an elementary school held its graduation ceremony on

"Minecraft."

The Polish government set up an official "Minecraft" server for its students to play and learn in.

The game is a learning space that many children are likely familiar with. It is the world's most

popular and most played game in history. Minecraft is already played by well over 100 million

people every day. Many of them are children.

It helps that "Minecraft's" images and sounds are soothing. The game was already an escape from

normal, everyday worries. 

"In my own home, I have two girls and we have a world we built together as a family, so it's nice

being able to go back and forget about the news for a while and the feeling of isolation,"

Quamstrom said. "It's a comfortable place for a lot of people."
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Quiz

1 Read the Introduction [paragraphs 1-4].

Select the sentence from the section that shows how Microsoft is responding to school closures due to the coronavirus.

(A) Schools around the globe are closed because of the coronavirus.

(B) In order to help students, the video game "Minecraft" is giving away a group of educational lessons.

(C) Continuing classes while students are at home is not possible for many school districts.

(D) Developers in Finland and America worked together to make MinecraftEDU.

2 Read the section "World's Most Popular Video Game."

Which selection from this section supports the conclusion that some schools are using "Minecraft" as a creative way to replace
in-person events and gatherings?

(A) Even before Microsoft's recent moves, students all over the world have flocked to the online open-world
game.

(B) In Japan, an elementary school held its graduation ceremony on "Minecraft."

(C) Minecraft is already played by well over 100 million people every day. Many of them are children.

(D) It helps that "Minecraft's" images and sounds are soothing. The game was already an escape from
normal, everyday worries.

3 WHY does Deidre Quamstrom feel better after playing "Minecraft"?

(A) She uses it to stay in touch with distant family members.

(B) It connects her with teachers building educational "Minecraft" content.

(C) She uses it to teach students online while her school is closed.

(D) It connects her with her children and distracts her from current events.

4 What effect did "Minecraft" have on the Roanoke County school district?

(A) It made school more interesting for both teachers and students.

(B) It caused students to be distracted during lessons.

(C) It made students perform better on science and math tests.

(D) It caused complaints that students were playing games in school.


